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Council To- Pick
CCB Chairman
by Robert Siniakin

A new chairman of the College Center Board (CCB)
will be selected by a 5-member committee and approved by the Student Council at their su mmer meeting
on July 20th. This was one of the recommendations that
the Council approved at their first meeting o f the new
administration of Student Organization last Friday.
The College Center Board is
responsible for the planning and
the usage of the College Center
Building . Their main objective is
to initiate and to promote
programming which will serve
the cultur al , educational ,
recreational, and social interests
of the college community.
The main thrust of the
reorganiza tion plan will give
Council the power to approve
the Chairman of CCB. A committee will be appointed by the
Executive Board probably today
at their meeting. The committee
will consist of · two council
members from each class, two
members from the College
Center Board , and one presidential appointee.
The five committee members
will meet over the summer and
review applications of the poten tial CCB Chairman ca ndidates.
The committee will make their
recommendations to the Executive Board of Student Org.
before the summer Council
meeting in July.

According ·to Joyce Marinelli ,
president of Student Org., the
reasoning behind reorganizing
the College Center Board is that
they are " the most viable
organization because they are
working with $102,000 budget."
She added, " It has the pote n-tial
to run much more effectively
and efficiently and be responsive
to all the needs of students on
this campus and hopefully this is
one root to this goal. "
.
Lou Caruso, chairman of CCB,'

l'hoto by Phil Ca fasso

The Executive Board of Student Org. presents their recommendations to the Council on reorganizing
C.C.B. From left: Joe Ginarte, NSA Coordinator; Michelle Cousins, vice-president; Gus Garcia, assistant
· treasur_
er; Greg ~omes, treasurer; Joyce Marinelli, president; and Connie Efthemios, assistant sec;retary.
reminded the Council that he
Caruso also added , !'We were hit
was appointed by the past
with something that was never
Student Council to head the
done before (the appointing of
College Center Board. He
the chairman by Student Counadded, " I wish CCB would be
cil): "
given more credit; we were just •
Mr. Caruso continued, " I
totally unorganized at first." Mr.
don 't really understand as far as
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Distinguished Professor of Speech to Retire

Another
recommendation
that the Council approved was
that the Chairman of CCB will be
an ex-officio member of the Executive Board of Student
Organization. In add ition the clssistant Business Manager of
Student Org., Ann McKnight,
will be an ex-officio member of
CCB 's Executive Board.
In addition , an advisory committee will be formed to the
College Center Board. The 3member comm ittee will advise
CCB on all cultural events .

the Chairman also being appointea by Student Org." Mr.
Caruso explained that the
Chairman must spend a year
dealing with all College Center
productions. He added, "You

Phoro 'by Dave Rosen

Zella Fry, creator of the Speech/Theatre option at Kean College, will
retire at the end of this semester.

Understanding Students' Needs Is Important Goal

to the Kean College Speakers'
by C. T. Proudfoot
Bureau. Under the auspices of
Mrs. Zella Fry, a prime mover
the
Union Chamber of
in Kean's Theatre Department,
will retire at the end of this Commerce, the original intent of
semester. A native of Moyie, the program was to give students
British Columbia , Professor Fry experience in speaking before
received her A.B. from the large groups on a variety of subjects. Recently Mrs. Fry created
University of Alberta and her
the " Kean Story," a multi-media
M.A. from Columbia. While at
Columbia she was extremely ac- presentation , designed to ac"•
tive in universl y and local quaint. t.he co-"""' ,., true ;
.oi 9ur school. " The
theatre groups (she estimates thrust of the show is twofold: to
that she has acted in, or directed
point out the extraordinary
over 200 productions, including
educational
opportunities
dance programs, light opera,
offered by the college , and to
one-woman shows).
demonstrate the way s that the
• Arriving at Newark State in
campus is coming to the com1958, Mrs. Fry directed most of
munity and vice versa.
the college 's dramatic endeavors
Professor Fry has devoted
and in 1960 she was instrumental
much of her life to helping
in creating the Speech/Theatre
others . For eleven years she
Option . with Dr. Vaughn-Eames
she led the fight to preserve the directed the " Mental Health
Kean building and increase on- ' Players" . (a group funded by the
campus,
theatrical
op- State Department of Education,
dealing with such problems as
portunities.
delinquincy,
drug
' For the past four years Profes- juveinile
sor Fry has devoted her energies abuse, and V.D .). Professor Fry is
justly
proud
of
her

(Continued on back page)

Ippolito Appointed New Dean Of Students
by Ken Cocuzzo
As of July 1, Pat Ippolito,
former
Associate
Dean of
Students, will assume the official
position of Dean of Students. Mr.
Ippolito, who has held the
position of Acting Dean of
Students since Dr. James Benson
Parks resigned last September,
was confirmed by the Board of
Trustees May 16.
Cites Position As
"Working With People"
A 1962 graduate of Kean , Mr.
Ippolito said he saw the position
as Dean of Students as one of
" working with people" and
receiving · feedback from the
various areas of the college com munity.
Mr. Ippolito cited several
problems that presently exist at
the college and the possible
solutions to them.
"There is a different feeling
here (Kea r.) then when I was a
student. It had the atmosphere
of a small college, where you
knew most of the students and
the fac ulty. In the process of
growing and improvi ng we lost

idea of offering a babysitting service. "
A final problem , contended
Mr. Ippolito, is in the area of finding " qualified students to
attend Kean and keeping them ."
He explained th is problem by
stating,
" Fewer
students,
According to Mr. Ippolito the graduating from high school, are
incoming freshman class, of attending colleges."
about 1200 for next fall, will be
Explains Top
divided into groups of 25, acPriority Projects
cording to their major, and will
Asked about some of the top
be guided by two upperclass- pri ority projects in his capacity as
men during a five-day orien- Dean ; Ippolito said that one
tation process. In this way , would be " a course for incoming
contended Mr. Ippolito, " a students that would help them to
cooperative effort might prevent find out more about themselves,
freshman st udents from being what college is all about, how to
dissatisfied and just turning off to use college, and how to classify
the college."
and obtain the tools to achieve
Another problem cited by Mr. their goals."
Ippolito was in " maintaining and
Regarding this project , the
involving
the
part-time Dean of Studenrs explained that
students " at the college. He ex- "t hanks to the Psychology and
plained that possible solutions to Counseling Departments " such
th is problem might be " offering a course, in the form of a "exprograms t hat are academically perimental desing," will be
suited to their classes, such as offered this fall in six sections as a
guest
speaker
appearances general elective. Ippolito added
rather. tha n just lectures, and the (Continued on back page)

much of the warmth and
closeness that can exist when
you have small groups of people.
We have to try and recapture this
spirit, possibly through an im- .
proved orientation process for
freshman."

Pharo by Magda Ga/is-Menendez

Pat Ippolito, the new dean of students, will assume his position on
July 1st. ·
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Ex-Officio Trustees
Beginning June 1, Kean College will have two additions to the
Board of Trustees. One student and one faculty member will,
for the first time i n KC history, oegin a one year term as ex-officio members of the BOT.
Although both ex-officio members will not be allowed to
attend the closed sessions, they will sit with the Board at its
public meetings and will be allowed to fully participate in the
work and discussions. Both the student and faculty representatives may attend committee meetings and can participate in
informal discussions conducted by the Board.
This is a big step forward for both faculty and students as'it wi II
guarantee a say for all before decisions determining college
policies and procedures are made. The Board of Trustees will
now have the student and faculty input needed to formulate
decisions that are more likely t<;> be fair to all.
At each public meeting of the Board, anyone who so desires,
may attend and speak, because in the past the Board has been
very receptive and encourages community input. Unfortunately, there are times when the turnout for a meeting is
small and the. feeling of many goes unheard.
Over the summer months, when most students and faculty
members take their vacation away from school, the BOT continues to meet. These representatives, as ex-officio members,
will ~e present to ensure that undesirable policies are not
adopted without some form of protest. With at least one student
and one faculty member present, the representatives should insure that the fate of issues close to their constituency are not
decided before the majority of the college community has a
chance to formulate and voice .an_ opinion.
With the guarantee of a student and faculty representative to
the Kean College Board of Trustees, we now join other schools
that have put similar policies into action, and although faculty
nor students yet have the right to vote, at least we have a voice.
Let's use it!

Thanks From Joe
Dea r Editor,
The 1977 Greek Olympics wa s the first major event that i11vited all
fraternities and sororities to participate in a sports orientated
function . As Vice-President o f 1.F.S.C. , I proposed the Greek
Olympics as an alternative to a carnival wh ich was normally held at
this time of the year. I hope to make th_e Greek Olympics an annual
event among the Greeks at Kean College. If th is proves to be a success
again next year, I hope to bring this event up to a state level and possibly to compete against other colleges. The Greek Olympics was very
successful in the eyes of the people involved in organizing, participating, and also the faculty that helped in judging o f the contests .
The Greeks and I from I.E.S.C. would like to extend our thanks to Dr.
Benson , chairman of the Recreation Dept. and Mr. Malso, Associate
Director of Housing. These two people were very helpful in making
the Greek Olympics a huge success. Also I would like•to thank the
people behind the scenes for the use of the fields, equipment, and
services. These people are Mr. Waterman , Mr. Hershey, Larry Klein ,
Peter Milwicz, Peter Dahill , and M r. Davis of the K.C. Pub. This
competition has improved the Greek-Faculty relationship at Kean
College. The Greeks see a strong need for a better student-fa'culty
relationsh ip, for the improvement of a fast, growing college. More
contests like this where faculty are invited to help will encourage the
student to exercise their competitive nature and at the same time
achieve an added awareness of these people who constitute the
educational aspect of our lives.
Sincerely yours,
Joe Torres
Chairperson of the Greek Olympics

Student Input- Applauded
Dear Editor,
On behalf of the faculty members of the Academic Standards and
Admissions Committee, I would publicly like to thank the students
who worked with us so diligently and responsibly this y..ear : Tom Brescia (Evening Student Council) , Al Mollozzi (Student Organization),
Rose Pawlicki (Graduate Stu.d ent Council ), and Buz Whelan (Student
Organization) .
Buz, in particular, is to be commended for his very considerable
contributions. He attended every scheduled meeting (and there
were manyl) as well as meetings of the Sub-committee on Attendance.
We are hopeful that students of comparable dedication will be appointed to serve on next year's committee .
Sincerely,
W . John Bauer, Jr., Chairman
Academic Standards and Admissions Committee

The opinions expre$sed in signed. columns of this newspaper do
not necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors. Nor is anything
printed in this paper, unless directly noted as such, to be taken as official policy or opinion of the college.
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Than ks To Joe
Dear Editor,
To all Greeks,
We would like to congratulate Joe Torres and the I.F.S.C. for a job
well do ne in the Greek Olympics. We feel Greek Olympics promoted
a feeli ng of unity between all Gree k organizations and should
become an annual event.
The Brothers of Nu Del ta Pi
To Mr. Joe Torres,
We would like to say thank you for taking the time out to organiie
the Greek Olympics. We think you did a great job and we had a lot of
fun participating in it. It was a great way for the Greeks to get together
for some fun and competition.
The Siste rs o f Rh o Theta Ta1:1
To Joe Torres,
We would like to express our thanks for an excellent job done in
running the Greek Olympics. It was a pleasure for our Fraternity to
participate in such a well run event. We feel th is was a major and
progressive step in unitin g the Greeks. Again thank you from your
fellow brothers.
The Brothers of Nu Sigma Phi

,.

May 26, 1977

Scate's Great
Dear Editor,
I'd like to take this space and time to thank all the members of
SCA TE-the Students Committee for Advancement through Education
(Phew) for all the valuable time and expertise they have put into our
organization. this year.
Even after re-organizing and adding 3 new additional programs
we've had time to participate in other activities. The Dance Marathon
(for which we weren't mentioned) the Alumni Telethon and Kean
week to name a few.
Other organizations boa1;t, membership input and achievements,
however SCA TE is one of the organizations most know they can
count on to do the job.
With our membership rising at least twenty-five percent this year
God knows we have room to speak. Although we as an organization
have received very little publicity on the role we play in the community, we do function well.
Here's hoping the New Executive Directors Valerie Cappola, Pam
Ghee and MaryAnne Bottini will gain even more recognition for
SCA TE. Ah I Ha I Althea and Pam thought I forgP.t you . No chance I
personally will be acting as an advisor for SCA TE, next year, letting
others handle the rein of command. However I will head a new
program for SCA TE. It involves utilizing Kean students to act as tutors
for you guessed it, other students!
So when I call for volunteers next semester, please help. YOU can
meet people and help people at the same time. I also hope to work as
a photographer for Memorabelia.
P.S. (so fellas I' m really not after Lori Morris - we' re almost like
brother and sister.) I had considered running for political office but
after watching the political scene 1. decided to wipe my hands of the
whole damn deal.

"Peace"

You Reader
Kean College
Union, New Jersey

Dear You,
It's over.
I'm sorry it has to be this way, but let's face it, it just isn't working. l'v~
tried. I've tried so hard it hurt sometimes, but it didn't matte.-.1 guess my mistake wa,- thinking I could change you. You'll never
change, but what the hell, I guess I always knew that. Maybe that's what attracted me to you in the first place.
Look, we both knew from the beginning that it had to end sometime. I
tried to leave you before, but I was weak and I missed you, and you talked
me into coming back. This time my mind is made up. I've got to make the
break.
I hope we can always be friends. I hasn't all been bad by any means.
We've had a few·laughs together and even cried once or twice. I'll stop by
and visit once in awhile, I promise. We can go over old times or even talk of
new ones. But it can never be as it was, week in and week out. I can't take
the pressure. I've got other things to do, and so do you.
But please remember: I love you very much and I'll never forget you.

Jim Bell Ill
Director of SCA TE
P.S.S. Yes I' m long winded! Special thanks to Ms. Marion Kortjohn
and Judy Shapiro of Students Activities and Ms. Carol Willis of the Urban Ed. Dept. Beautiful People!

Farewell,

Flub Street
Dear Editor,
Give them five thousand copies for the price of four thousand, give
them color, give them sheer literary genius, give them naked women
and exposed men and what else do they expect? Accuracy. Picky, picky, picky. So, for accuracy 's sake, the poem Dennis C. Dubin, was
written by NUMBERS.
Grub Eds.

Wizard

!he OP~Ed is a veh!cl.e for anyone ~n the campus community to express an opinion that would be
mterestmg, entertammg or otherwise valuable. All articles should be limited to 600 words and submitted by 3:00 p.m. Friday.

~L~

CoFFEEHou.aE
Th~~- TO (L\eJi-t
Ma::1 .¼.
S:30

Pl!\ -

1:00 .Al-t

Slo-e.-n.. Lo~ne,e-- Couegtt.C-en.teil3ri~ :JOtL,- own.. l,Jf'fl.¢J b~e"l-t t;iuor
=Fre.e enteria:, -n.Ylle.n.t and..
e,_..-tpa_-r-~ ,___,

coffee. .

ATTENTION:
Applications for the Chairperson and the Advisory Board of College
Center Board (C.C.B.) are available in Student Organization for any full
time student that is interested. See Michelle Cousins, Vice-President of
Student Organization.
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by the Indy Staff
man Wouk 's award winning fieThursday, May 26th
tion packs considerable wallop,
11 :30 (9) The Mind of Mr. despite the patriotic weeping at
Soames - Fasci nating story of a t he conclusio n (p robably neces,nan who em erges from a thi rty sa ry to elude the snares o f 100%
year coma as a thi rt y year old inA meri cans in the fift ies.) Bogey is
fan t. Robert Vau ghn shines as unforgetta ble as t he d isi nteg ratthe humanitarian psycholo gist
ing Captai n Quee g, and Va n
who attempts to make Mr. Johnson is believable as the exec
Soames' eight week trek throu gh who takes command when the
infancy and adolescen ce to
Captain crumbles as the ship hits
adulthood as smooth as possible. turbulent seas. Even Fred MacThe best sequen ces are those Murray appears lifelike. (2 hrs. 30
dealing with Soames ' earliest
min )
training (and his childlike im12:40 (7) The Long Ships pishness and playfulness ) and his
Nonsensical tale which , neverfirst experience of the outs ide theless, unfolds as ·a splendorous
world. A truly engrossing film , epic of the Viking Era. A search
given little notice when it hit the
for a le~~ndary G?~den Bell
theaters back in 1970. (2 hrs.)
sends a Viking exped1t1on across
Friday, May 27th
_ the seas in quest of it. An always
11:00 (13) The Maggie - A gently interesting saga, with all the
humorous film, along the lines of
familiar faces of Holl~wo<;>d 's
sitcom episodes about saving the
Nordic epics. The best of its kind .
old oak tree, made entertaining
(2 hrs. 35 min)
and upgraded by the English
Saturday, May 28t~
treatment of the subject and the
11 :40 (4) Saturday Night winning performances of Alex
Broderick Crawf~r~ . hosts
Mackenzie
and
veteran
elaborate spoofs of his f1ft1escop
American character actor Paul
show Highway Patrol. More imDo u g I as . This
one
has
portant : Lovel~ Lovel y Linda
Mackenzie as the salty old
Ronstadt sings like nobody else
eccentric sea captain , and
can. (repeat 90 m in)
Douglas as the American
Monday, May 30th
businessman who is looking to
2:15 (2) Carrie - Un previewed by
turn a profit from his newly acthe Bleary Eyewitness Rev iews
quired business by edging the
Team , thi s one rates wi t h
captain into retirement.
(Continued on page 5)
11:30 (9) The Caine Mutiny- Her-

by Ellen Curcio
Last week a,;- informal panel of
women and men shared their
views on
the women ' s
movement with the WOMAN
TALI< audience as the semester 's
final presentation in that discussion series. This week , it's my
turn!
I have had great difficulty formalizing my own personal
philosophy as to women's issues.
Not a "feminist" at the time of
the initiation of this center, as I
became more I and more
educated in the literature, the
research and the statistics surrounding feminism, my thinking
modified somewhat in the direction of and in support of the
women 's movement.
Supportive yes, but with some
discla iming: If " feminist " is
defined as Webster et al do, i.e.
" ... a militant advocate for full
equality of the sexes across
economic, social , and political
lines," then I, neither militant
nor demanding full equality
now, do not qualify. If however a
" feminist " can be moderate in
her or his approach to women 's
rights, and realistic as to expectations ,
objectives
and
timetables, then I am pleased
and proud to be labelled,
" feminist ."
Not unusually other authors
and personae articulate opinions
with which I concur, and articulate them betterthan I might.
Notably : Miss Virginia Beatrice
Smith, recently chosen as the
new president of Vassar College :
" I consider
myself very
interested in making certain that
women have equity . I ' m
interested in women having opportunities and being aware of
their ability for achievement."
Smith favors equity (fair
treatment, fair opportunity) not
necessarily full equality.
Francoise Giroux, France's

Minister for Women who identifies herself as definitely not a
feminist, sees no justification to
place responsibility for the status
of most women today on males
and the male establishment.
Perhaps Giroux feels as I do that a
" women 's place" in our tradition·
was born of millions of years of
evolutionary,
social ,
and
economic history. It seems arrogant to me to demand that a
situation which took many
millenia to be shaped can be rectified in a decade or two, and to
blame men for all that earlier
" oppression " in the process.
And on this same issue i.e. the
culpability of the male in keeping women in their place, Buz
Whelan at last week's WOMAN
TALK : " For every man who
promotes his own image as
strong, powerful and successful ,
there is a woman (or many
women) attracted to him and
thereby reinforcing that image women who require that " their
men " be strong." The problem
of rigid sex role stereotyping is
circular and women share in the
responsibility as much as males
do.

By Bacchu s Belly ! Summer has
arrived . It's ti me to say good-buy
until next year. Good heavens
there are so many things left to
tell you . Q uickl y:
Sarigr i a:
Everyo n e
likes
san gr ia, J personal ly cannot
stand most o f t he store-bo ught
labels but I have fo und, afte r

by Sister Mary Alice Beck
This is a very special " Another
View" . I hope you will take a
minute to read it since it is my last
contribution to this column .
Many of you know by now that
next year I will be working in
Catholic Campus Ministry at
C.W. Post College on Long
Island, but Kean College will
always hold a special place in my
heart because here I got my first
taste of Campus ministry - a
really good taste.
Back in the fall of 1975, a friend
of m ine (also a campu s minister)
wrote : " There are so man y
chances to be surprised pleasan tl y o r unpleasantly by the results
of your efforts. I like the work
especi ally becau se it is so un-

work , and that the work is not
glamourous, not always rewarding. Not all of us can keep up
with the momentum of the
visible feminist movement which
seems to require for stimulation
a new issue each week : day care
and abortion last week, battered
wives today, and next week? We
need follow-through (painstakingly accomplished) on the
problems and issues and beginnings that have already been articulated . We need researc~ on
women : the spychology of
women, woman and work . Most
importantly we need to accept
and internalize the hard facts
that the problems of women 's
rights fits into a very complex ,
and at present unstable, broader
economic system. The tasks are
there; the research designs and
the work await.
And .finally, we need humor.
We need to pause every now and
again and remind ourselves not
to take ourselves that seriously.
Poet Phyllis M cGinley d id a
series o f stanzas on the old
philosopher, the old radical , etc.
Wisely she included (1952):
THE OLD FEMINIST
Snugly upon the equal heights
Enthroned at last where she
belongs
She takes no pleasure in her
Rights
Who so enjoyed her Wrongs!
Thank you to the entire Kean
college famil y for allowing me
this forum. Whit hopes that I
shall be remembered as one of
McGinley's old feminists Ellen

many failures, a very good
recipe . To make 2½ quarts, you
need 1 cup sugar (fine), 2 c ups of
cold water, 2 limes thinly sliced , 2
oranges thinly sl iced , 2 tra ys ice
cubes , 2 bottles (fifths) of any
Californ ia red table wi ne. Combi ne sugar and water and cook
over mo derate heat, stirring
constan tly, un til sugar is d is-

predictable in its effect - you
have to rely on God and know
that the power is his." During the
past two years the truth of this
has struck home. Fortunately I
have been more often pleasantly
surprised , and time and time
again I have become aware of
God's power and love reaching
through me to others.
I have been very happy working here at Kean and have been
much encouraged by the
friendship and support of so
many students, faculty and staff
members. I would like to share
the following passage from St.
Paul with all o f you. It says
perfectly what I have in my heart
for you .
·
.
" I thank my God whenever I
t hink o f you ; and every _time I
pray for all o f"you , I pray w it h joy,
remembering how you have
helped to sp read th e Good News
from the da y you f irst hear t it
right up to the present. I am
quite certain that the One who
began this good work in you will
see that it is finished when the
Day of Christ Jesus comes . . . You
have a permanent place in my
heart, and God knows how much
I miss you all , lqving you as Christ
Jesus loves you. My prayer is that
your love for each other may increase more and more and never
stop improving your knowledge
and deepening your perception
so that you can always recognize
what is best. This will help you to
become pure and blameless, and
prepare you for the Day of
Christ, when you will reach the
perfect goodness which Jesus
Christ produces in us for the
glory and praise of God. " (Phil.
:3-11

by Frank Bolger
Q:By what authority do you
presume to criticize my writing?
A: By what authoiity do you
What can the moderate
presume to write?
feminist do to promote equity
The true answer, of course , is
for women overthe years ahead?
that the author writes by the
The women 's movement needs
same authority that he exists fewer " queen~' and more
namely, not at all. Composition is
" drones," both male and female.
essentially the function of imWe need workers who realize
pulse. That is why, at least in one
that
promoting
women ' s
instance, Art (man ) may be said
emergence into the mainstream
to be greater than Life (nature .)
of political
and corporate
All life derives from a single imAmerica is long and arduous
.pulse (the Big Bang) and is sustained , by one motivation - sur.
1 Next. week , please include the• following item in the WOMAN SPACE II viva
1.
I section of The Independent.
I Conversel y, Art derives fr?m
I Item or event .
I an innumerable complex of ,ml Place, date and time _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ I pulses_ many weak and fated to

r-------~---------:-·--:----:------------,

I

I
I

!

Source
- I
Your name
.
R I
Please return all sugg~sti _
ons to: The Campus Center for Women, ml
SA 114, Bookstore Bu,ldtng.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _J

-~--------------

fall by the way, but some so
violent and unyielding that their
escape, in the form of poetry, is
as inexorable as the tides . This

solved and syrup is achieved
(sound familiar, it 's simple
syrup), when it reaches the boiling point, remove from heat and
add the sliced oranges and limes
(you may add other citrus fruits if
you wish) . Allow fr u it to
marinate for four hours at room
tem perature . Reserve so me fruit
for ga rn ish. Pou r mari nade and
bala nce o f fruit in p un ch b owl
wi t h generous amount of ice
t hen add the two fift hs o f w ine.
St ir t horou ghtl y. Serve w ith ice.
(Sure you can laugh but it's n ot
easy to get a chipmunk to sit sti ll
for this.)
I like the recipe and think it 's
worth a try.
_
How much do you know about
beer? In kegs? N_o there may be
no opportunity for you to ever
order a keg of be~r but j~st in
case:
Say you ' re using a half-keg
(the most popular, all computations may be reduced for
quarter-keg). If you ' re using an 8
oz . glass, you will get approximately 289 servings. 12 oz.
will yield 192 glasses, while 6 oz.
will get 415. This gives you some
idea determining what to get.
You know how much your
friend s drink and how often .
Do you real ize tha t using a
nine ounce Pilsner glass a bar will
make about two hundred dollars
profi t from a half ket if t hey
cha rge $.75 a glass?
If the init ia l t empe ratu re o f t he
k eg is about 50 degree s it w ill requ ire at lea st th ree hours cool ing
in a 35 degree p re-cooler (or surrounded by ice) . . .
(If you expect to rate as a gentleman do not expectorate on
the floor)
. . .this is to get it down to forty
degrees (Farinheit) Remember
beer freezes at 29 degrees. Some
other times are two and a half
hours from a start i ng
temperature of 48 degrees, one
hour from 44 degrees, and a half
hour from 42 degrees.
Now let's assume that your keg
is standing out in the open after
taking it from the cooler. This is a
dumb thing to do, splurge for a
large trash can or wash tub and
keep the beer surrounded with
ice. But if you cannot keep it cool
the beer will start to warm . It will

(Continued on page 8)

throbbing surge o f impulses is
nothing more than the irresistible longing of the emotions to
go over the wall and escape from
that prison of insentience which
numbers most Americans among
its inmates.
The poetic .impulse, (or the
" will to poetry," as Nietzsche,
that most fabulous o f poets,
might have called _ it,) s?
shrouded in comforting mysti ques, is prompted by nothing
more grand than the woman in a
supermarket left swooning by
the bravado of a bug spray . The
artist su ffers identical seduct ions, all of which are rather ordinary. The beauty of a spring
flower dripping morning dew,
and the stench of urine drying in
a subway corridor - alike they

(Continued on page 5)
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Glimpse At The Greeks
by Jeff A. Dunbar
" Greek unity and togetherness are the goals of the interfraternity and sorority council,"
according to new president Bob
• Mcfarlane. As with most other
groups on campus 1.F .s.c.1has
recently completed its changeover of executive board
members. Barry Cheyney yields
his gavel to Mcfarlane as the new
year begins. Other changes include Joe · Torres as VicePresident; Barbara Downy will
begin her first full term as
Treasurer aod Debra Van Siarcom will fill the position of
Recording Secretary.
At the highly successful 1.F.S.C.
changeover dinner, held at
Biasie's in Newark, almost all of
the 13 greek organizations in
1.F .S.C. were represented.
Awards were presented to the
groups which had achieved first
place in 1.F.S.C. sponsored
events. Among the awards
presented were: trophies for Nu
Delta Pi as 1.F.S.C. Softball Champions, for Nu Sigma Phi as 1975
Basketball Champions, and for
Sigma
Theta Chi as current
Basketball and Football Champions. The sororities were also
awarded, with Nu Theta Chi
receiving the First Place trophy as
Basketball Champions.
I.F.S.C. has been very active
both on and off campus. The
1.F .S.C. sponsored Jack Gary
Memorial
Scholarship
Fund
Dance proved , as always, to be
one of the highlights of the spring semester. Greek groups were
also well represented during the
annual Dance Marathon. Very
few organizations did not have
an entry, and it was a greek who
was one half of the winning
couple. Denise Cappuccio, of
Delta Sigma Pi, teamed up with
Jerry Guarino, a non-greek, to

win the $100 first prize.
1.F.S.C. this year, thru new
Vice-President Torres, sponsored the first annual Greek
Olympics. All fraternities and
sororities competed in events
ranging from swimming to Beer
Chugging. The final results are i'n
with Nu Delta Pi taking the
overall championship by winning eight events. Sigma Theta
Chi and Nu Sigma Phi tied for
second by winning five events
each .
AIT)ong the sororities, Sigma
Beta Chi was a runaway victor
with eight victories. The closest
competitors were Delta Sigma Pi
with three first places and Zeta
Delta Pi and lambda Chi Rho
tied with two victories a piece.
Alpha Theta Pi and Rho Theta
Tau each posted one first place.
The Greek Olympics according to Torres, will now
become an annual event, with
the possibility of competing
against other state schools.' The
New Executive board of I.F.S.C.
would like to say thank you to all
greek groups i-nvolved with . the
Olympics.
The
structure
and
organization of I.S.S.C. is always
expanding, always growing. Zeta
Delta Pi, a newly formed sorority,
has been recognized and
granted admission into I.S.S.C. ,
and all of the Greek
organizations would like to extend their best wishes to the
newest member of 'the team.'
1.F.S.C. would also like to
congratulate the outgoing executive members, who have
done such an excellent job.
With the new Executive
. Members now in position, and
this current school year drawing
to a close, all Greeks, and all
students in general, have an exciting new year, with many new
' events to look forward to.

A Cure For .Summertime Blues
by Robert Kern
One of the most wonderful
things about summer is my worst
enemy .. . the sun.
Old Sol makes the beaches
pleasant, picnics fun and lucky
brown. Me I don't burn at all .. . I
stroke. Ten minutes under the
ultra-violet rays and I look like an
overdone lobster.
For my own survival and
because I wish to enjoy the great
outdoors I have researched this
subject thoroughly to find
preventive measures and cures.
I have also fpund that other
people suffer from the same skin
condition as I, this column is for
them.
Sunburns are caused by irritation o'f small blood capillaries
just beneath the skin . The ultra

tribution of melanin.
Your skin can only produce a
certain amount of melanin at a
time. For the first minutes in the
sun the melanin secretion is
highlighted but cannot last, after
that you burn.
Perhaps I should explain :
Melanin absorbs the ultra-violet
_rays of the sun preventing the
skin from burning. Sunburns
have nothJng at all to do with
how fast you tan nor do they
" turn into tans" as I'm sure
you 've heard so ofte('l.
Sunburns are the result of bad
timing and lousy skin car'e. But
skin care comes later.
For many the ordinary tanning
products on the market work.
But some are just dyes which can
just wash off the first time you

violet rays of the sun irritate
them.

immerse yourself in the ocean .
Don't be ashamed to put on
your swim jacket after a half hour
of exposure, the skin you save
m·ay be your own.
For those who find that tanning lotions do not work . . . that
they burn anyway . . . sterner
measures are called for. The
question arises: which is more
important: the health of your
skin or some bloody discoloring?
Prevention
works
for
everything. If you know that you
are a burner there are steps y·o u
can take.
First, plan your sun time
carefully . Ten minutes first day
and a few minutes more each
following day. Do this before
you go to the beach. Like innoculating a person with a small
amount of a disease to build a
immun ity.

Tanning is the increase of
melanin in the skin. Melanin
determi!"'es how light or dark
your skin is. If one is pale there is
an abscence of malanin for that
person. If they are swarthy or
black they have an abundance of
malanin. People with freckles (I
plead guilty) have an uneven dis-

Black Flag: Grubs Again
(Continued from page 4)
torture him inwardly until he
must give them a form which he
may understand.
This much said , it should be
reaffirmed that a poem needn 't
be left in the crude state in wh ich
it iss ued fro m th e au th or. Just as a
- diamond, mold ed by eons of
pressure•:. then .co ughed forth
into the atmosphe re, may be
valueless without an expert
cutter, a poem required a
craftsman to carve it into a thing
of beauty and just ren o wm. •
Similarly, it is t he functi on of
the po et to m ake his effo rts
" mea n ingfu l," not in t he se nse
of Elvis Presley movi es abou t
ghettoes, bu t in the broadest
sen se o f the word , thereby leavi n g t he author sufficient
freedom of movement to work
his craft. The poet invents by
defining, as George Antrobus
invented the wheel , as Calileo
invented
the
Universe,
as
Newton invented gravity, and as
Darwin invented Life! Such
power in the hands of men is
awesome, but there it is,
nonetheless.
In this context, I move now to a
discussion of Grub Street II, a
week off the presses . Cr itici sm,
like poetry, is fa ced w it h the ta sk
o f defin iti on , b ut w h il e it is, in a
vague sense, the aim of p oetr y, it
is t he nuisa nce of criticism. What
is a cr itic? What is poetry? What is
prose? What is Grub Street?
What is .. the del uge begins .
What, indees, is Gr ub St reet? I
presu m e it to be a literary
m agaz ine, and p ro ceed o n t hat
basis. But what is a " literary
m agazine ?" (Shut up! ) Grub
Street II is upon us, attempting to
live down an ancestry that even
Alex Haley would be loath to
investigate. It is redesigned ,
revamped , refurbished, and

withal,
regrettably
like its
eminent pea. Gone is the
sickness and pretense, the frills,
the posturings of what was called
by some, "the Sylvia Plath
diesease. " But what we are left,
the bare-boned result, is not
othe rwi se measurabl y adva nced
upon its predecessor, Grub
Street I.
There is certainly more good
poetry in this edit ion of Grub
Street than in the previous one .
But the ratio of GOOD/ bad is
not app reciably enriched . As I
review last sp ring's double
barreled blast of the then Grub
Street Writer I sadly note that
m an y of th e grumb lin gs enun ciated in our cavi l-i er manner
may be repeated . Aga in prose is
given the back of the hand (thi s
due largely to a· budget which
was flogged to a faretheewell. )
While the poetry is not morbid,
and everybody's mother arrives
intact, much of it is frankly trivial
(Lauren Vitiello's Porcelain Terror or apparently meaningless
(the list is too long ) and would
seem, to this observer, more at
home on a telephone booth , a
plaster cast or an eighth grader's
autograph book .
But to say a thing might b e
better is not a val id critici sm .
M ore properl y, it is too va lid a
criticis m , sin ce anyth ing i n this
im perfect universe mi ght be
bette r. There is no sense moaning about this; accept Grub
Street as a " poetry journal " and
let us examin e.
J. R. Lowel l said o f m an' s need
for poet ry, " If t hey ca nno t get
the best they will get some
substitute fo r it, and thu s seem to
verify Saint Augustine 's slur that
it is wine of devils." So begins
Grub Street II, with The Tale of
the Frozen Trojan . Not wine for
devils, perhaps; more like

Boone's Farm Apple Wine for
juvenile delinquents. Apart from
the fact that it reminds me that,
when American Motors came
out with the Gremlin, I remarked
to a friend that it resembled the
possible offspring from a brief
encounter between a stat ion
wago n and a Volkswagen , I can
discern no merit in it. This from
Paula Jensen, who also burdens
us with W hen reads it now, you
have written poems, shaman,
and seve ral additional poems
that are equally bad . Fortunately,
her ca p ital letter key is repaired
in time for Toasting Marianne at
the St. Moritz: Liberty Leading
the People, an unweil d y t it le, b ut
an able poem of " Glowin g
Lad ies" and " tippin g Fate ". Miss
Jensen is once more on the mark
with artist, a poem wh ich at least
surrounds an idea, although it is
not taken alive. John Clark is less
merciful. I used to write is
precisely the sort of trite piece
that wearied Grub Street I (it is
also an obvious statement.) A
small point, M r. Clark, but the
moon· does not " full. " The verb
" to full " does not exist. It may fill
the sky, as bad poetry may fill
trucksfull of college literary
magazines.
The poetry of Mr. Clark, of
most cont ributors, con sists of
lavish image ry w h ich, if it
possesses any significan ce, th at
meaning is clear o nly to th e
author. It is a dazzli ng dis p lay of
pyrotechnics, demonstrating a
ha ndli ng o f images which is st unn ing, bu t such literary onanism is
inte rest in g t o the poet alone. It
may only repel h is aud ience.
Walt Whitman , the father of free
verse (at least in this countr y)
wrote, " Nothing is better than
simplicity ... nothing can make
up for excess or lack of
definiteness."
Amy
Lowell,
(Continued on page 8)

Second , buy yourself a
sunscreen , a good one . The best,
according to dern;iatologists, is a
five per cent solution of paraaminobenzoic
acid,
sold
commercially
as
Pre-Sun
(Registered trademark) . Smooth
this on you about forty-five
minutes to an hour before exposing yourself (Not that way,
pervert) . It will · augment the
melanin and keep you from burning. I find this the best.
If you do burn there are many
ointments on the market which
gives slight relief. But nothing of
that kind will give total relief.
·· The fastest, best way I know of
going from red back to painless
pale is aspirin. The sunburn,
remember, is caused by the
swelling of blood capillaries, the
same thing which causes
headaches. So if your stomach
can stand it take four (yes, four
aspirins. While waiting for the
red and pain to subside sit in a
cool bath while drinking some
iced tea. The cool water will afford some relief and the tannic
acid in the tea will help the irritation.
If you cannot take the aspirin
use the ointments and bath. Try
some non-aspiring ingredients ..
. if it cures a headache it will help
sunburn .
But people who go out and tan
every year to some deep rich
brown
are
only · hurting
themselves. The skin just cannot
withstand the sudden changes
from pale to brown year after
year and still remain smooth and
supple. For males this may work
out well for that tough leathery
look but women who wish to
keep their skin smooth must take
precautions.
Regular
moisturizing will help. When skin tans
it dries out and becomes leather.
(Why do you think they call it
that?)
Also the more frequent and
intense the tanning the grlater

the chance of skin cancer in later
life.
These are not scare tactics I
have described to you. These are
the facts as I have researched
them . Tans are great for the short
summer but in the long run j ust a
light golden color may do you
the least harm. And you ' ll sti ll
look good .

Bleary Eye
(Continued from page 4)
Laurence Olivier and Jenn ifer
Jones in the leads, and with
Dreiser's excellent novel to work
from . (2 hrs.t 20 min)

Tuesday, May 31st
11 :00 (13) The Man In The White
Suit - One o f A lec Guinness'
vanguard for tlie lmagist (or
Amygist, as Exra Pound said)
movement of the first quarter of
this century, observed , XX of the
poet, " ... if he cannot convey
them (his poems) to his reader~
by means of the written word he
has no claim to be considered a
poet ." These dicta seem to have
been ignored by the poets of
Kean , which costs me no sleep
except toat is done to no good.
What we have here are, not
necessarily, bad poets, but bad
poetry and the distinction is important. Man y poems are not so
bad as they see m (New York Love
Son g grows better w ith each
read ing, altho ugh t he end is
d isa ppo inting) but many are
t hose (th ose o f -Errol Mil ler parti cul arly so .) Absence by Do ug
Abram s
t ra n sce nd s
t he
r uminat ions o f man y another,
but is laid out in a puzzling
manner which lessens its effect.
Vince Kuhn ' s a prayer to women
rings · true , although
the
reference to " starved badgers" is
comical.
And yes, Virginia, there is

finest '(is there any other kind? ),
in which he plays a job-hopping
scientist who invents a cloth that
never gets dirty or wears out. The
comedy results not so much
fro m Guin ness' acting as from
t he situ ati on he is put in, con fron t in g t he .vast British woolen s
indu stry wi t h h is d iscovery. (90
min )
Wedne~day, June 1st
1 :15 (2) Go West - Later Mar x
Bros . farce is assuredly one of
their worst ~, ut, as has been
noted, one of their worst in
worth ter, of almost anyone
else' s (by James Agee, no less).
Has its flat moments but should
be seen by serious Marxists. (1 hr.
40 min .)

some prose. None is lon g
enough to develop characters or
to dazzle with plot, but Coeditor Frank .Snyder's The Shark
is an engrossing narrative of confrontation between Wolf Larsen

(Continued on page 8)
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Haven't You Read
"Grub-Street"?
That fabulous literary magazine, of Kean, is finally here. It's title, you
ask? Grub Street, I reply. It is filled with poems and prose of many
talented student/writers on Campus. Why don't you pick up a copy
and flip through it. You may find a few familiar names. Lady Godiva
and her horseman (and her horse) liked it very much, you will too.

Photo by Paula Jensen

Photo by Jeff Cohen

Clockwise from top: Robert Hess, Joan McNichol, an interested on
looker and John Macwigin, celebrating the distribution of Grub Street.

Partiers at the WKCU, formerly WNSC, end of the year celebration.

Photo by lJdve /l.osPn

The Dorm League Basketball Champs. Captain, Holt Walker; Co-Captain, Arthur (Ace)
Wheeler; Rebounds, Ronald Jackson; Most Steals, Randy Royster; Most Points, Director of
Residence Assoc.; Manny Rodreguiz, Derek Pittman, Glenn Selby, Most Assistance and James
Hardy. Congratulations to all of you.

Photo by Jeff Co hen

Dancing to the free-flow sounds of WKCU.
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Pharo by Vave ~osen

Now appearing in Vaughn-Eames Hall - Major Works '77 by Michael McGowan, Untitled 1976.

Ph oto by Dave Rosen

By Charlotte Cohen; Coming Out 1976.

Pho to b y Dave Rosen

Untitled 1976 by Jan Buslowski.

Helen Hooke, a fiddlin' fool.

Going
Out On
A
Musical
Note

Photo by Jeff Cohen

Lead singer and guitar player, Ann Bowen.

Photo b y Dave Rosen

..•with the help of Deadly Night Shade (left to _right) Helen Hooke, Ann Bowen and Pamela Brandt.
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Post Beck-ons Sister
by Arlene Casey
Two years ago, in September
of 1975, a habit-less nun went on
a collegiate mission of mercy to
assist the Rev. Philip Merdinger,
the Catholic priest for Campus
Ministry. Si nce that time, this
nun calling herself, Sister Mary
Alice Beck, has endeared herself
to all those people having the
privilege of her acquaintance.
Because of Sister Mary Alice's
loving, tireless efforts, as the ad
world say, Campus Ministry's,
" come a long wa y, baby ... "
Q. " What's been the biggest
change or improvement in Campus Ministry since you' ve been
here? "
A. " Personally , I feel the
biggest improvement in Catholic
Campus Ministry, has been the
presence of a woman ."
Sister Mary Alice Beck has
been the only full-time minister
on the Kean College campus this
year.
" I can see that I can bring very
much of an alternative to the
male perspective of a priest . I
believe that I can bring a
woman 's perspective to the
ministry which very often is more
personal and concerned for individuals. A male perspective is
more
organized
and
programmed . Women seem to
have a more personal attitude
towards
individuals ,"
commented the nun. Sister Mary
Alice believes that the habit too
easily identifies a nun , and that
the majority of the Kean CoJlege
community wouldn 't approach a
nun in the traditional habit.
Therefore, Sister Mary Alice has
more access to people .
However, Sister Mary Alice does
believe that the traditional habit
is a witness to Jesus, and those
people looking for a " sister. " She
also feels that Vatican 11 is a
monentous event in the life of
the Roman Catholic Church. She
feels it was much needed in the
Church to bring the Church into
a renewal period to find the basic
message of Jesus.

Q. " Why and when was the
Charismatic Movement started
here on campus? "
A. " The Char i smat i c
Movement began on the campus
under the auspices_of Catholic
Campus Ministry in March 1976.
Father Philip Merdinger and I
saw the value in the Charismatic
Renewal , and wanted to offer
that , as an alternative, to Cathol ic
students who were looking for a
personal enrichment in their
prayer lives."
Q. " What are your own personal feelings on the Charismati!: Movement? "
'
A. " I am very much in favor to
the
Catholic
Charismatic
Movement. I bel ieve it's in step
with authentic Ch r istian
tradition · and in step w ith
traditional New Testament scriptural interpretations of beginning Christianity. I think it
presents the basic message of
Jesus Christ in a more forceful ,
personal way."
Q. " What is Campus Ministry's
main function here on campus? "
A. " To my point of view , Campus Ministry's main purpose
here on campus is to witness to
people about Jesus Christ, and to
the love of God the Father."
Sister Mary Alice believes that
Campus Ministry is fulfilling that
purpose and could have a bigger
ministry to more individuals. She
believes that more personnel in
the miniwy would make a
difference. Sister Mary Alice being the only full-time minister,
says the ministry is limited as it
stands now. Unfortunately for
Campus Ministry and the surrounding campus community,
Sister Mary Alice Beck will be
resigning her position at Kean
College .
Q. " Sister,·why are you resigning here at Kean College? "
A. " I belong to the Sisters of
Mercy of the Brooklyn Congregation. There are no convents of
my order over here in N{lW
Jersey. I would like to live with
my own order aga in. I've been

The Rights Of Spring
by the Starchild
Everybody 's talkin ' about:
The Chick Corea concert
featuring Stanley Clarke two
weeks ago, and how one
reviewer DID NOT drink from
the same water fountain which
the other 899 persons in attendance did. This water fountain is
reportedly the source the Honkie Underground used to distribute the hallucinogenic compound stolen from the chemistry
department. The concert was absolutely fab, · according to the
rave reviews of "Indy" columnist
C.T. Proudfoot, obviously a very
thirsty individual that night.
Don 't hit me, I' ll stop .
Yeah . That's only the first thing
about the show that pissed me
right off. Chick Corea featuring

Staniey Clarke. Frankie Valli and
the Four Seasons, Diana Ross and
the Supremes, Nixon and the
Watergate 5, The list is endless.
Now, I make no claim as to know
the reasons why the show was
billed as it was, and far be it for
me to say that they can 't do
whatever the hell they want .. .
When I heard that Chick was
appearing, my first thought was :
" what, solo?" Where's Return to
Forever? Oh MY GOD! Where's
Stan? ! _Panic-plus. I didn 't plan
on seeing any parts of Chick
without my favorite male bassist
in attendance too~ Nah, fuck all
that, we want Bootsy. Stanley
would be the only thing which
could save a Return to Foreverless Chick Corea. And even then
I'd _curse out Stanley for being
Return to Foreverless.
living with other sisters. The
Re&mption . At least I had a
Sisters of Mercy reside on Long
chance to curse out Mr. Clarke.
Island. I was successful in obAnd I could go to see Chick
taining a job at C.W. Post College
Corea without feeling like an
in New York . Father Richard Garadulterer. Again, though . What
cia and I haven 't made a decision
of RTF? I was to discover for sure
yet on whom we will hire for next
exactly what did happen to the
year, as my replacement. I' ll miss
band once inside Wilken 's
all the friends here that I've
Theatre. Nothing. They were
made on this campus. Hopefully,
simply usurped. Blinded by the
the present programs will be
light. Chick and Stanley and Gail
continued. "
Moran and the fellas were all
Q. " What's been your- own
there. Reading sheet music.
personal addition to the minisGerry Brown was on the traps.
try? "
Chick Corea featuring Stanley
A. " The only program that I
Clarke. Kiss my toe . Looks like
initiated, that was totally my
Return to Forever to me. Not
own , was the Communication
Chick Corea's Retarn to Forever.
Skills Workshop. I also made
If anything, Stanley Clark's ·
contributions
to
Hunger
Return to Forever. But wait a
Awareness, and my own persecond. Those guys DO rate,
sonal contacts and concerns with
they weren 't just a local,
individual . people on campus.
nameless back-up band. Please
I've been very happy here at
correct me if I'm wrong, but that
Kean College and with Campus
particular billing smacked of a
Ministry. I appreciate the suplot more to me than just conport of the students and faculty. I
tractural expedj ency , or anythwas particularly impressed with
ing as mundane as that. All night
the support the entire college
long I felt like an intruder on
gave on April 21 of this year, with
some type of musician's fertility
Soup Day. "
rite. Chick and Stanley. Stanley
God Bless You , Sister Mary
and Gail. Gail and Chick. This
Alice Beck. We ' ll certainly miss
typ~ of arrangement is illegal in
you.
Jersey. And much of the time,
Gail looked as if she thought she
were breaking up a heavy
relationship.
t hinly sliced , 4 oranges, t h in ly
Oh , don 't go calling me m ean
sliced , and 1 pi nt rasp berr ies . To names t hat start w it h an " N ". I
serve, put a punch gowl on a bed thou ght t he concert was on the
of ice (no ice goes in the bowl) , money and I enjoyed t he h ell out
pour in the liqueur-fruit mixture, of it. Nevertheless I sat yearning
and gently stir in 6 bottles of for the old RTF, and wishing
chilled Champagne .
Chick and Stanley would turn
St. Cecelia Society Punch : the lights down low, draw the
Slice then 6 limes or 4 lemons shades and stop breathing so
and 1 ripe pineapple and heavy. Stan was perfect, bot he
marinate the fruit overnight in a . nigger knew it. Let's slow down a
.
covered crock with ½ bottle bit.
This
Return
to
Forever,
with
Cognac. At noon the following
day add 1 cup Jamaica run , 3 cups the overabundance of brass, was
green tea infusion, ½ bottle as good as RTF has ever been, still
peach brandy and 2 cups sugar. there was this disturbing feeling
Blend it, do the number with the
ice block and sti r in 3 bottles of
Charnpag ne an d 1 quart soda
water .
(Contmued from page 5)
(Re member :
pillage· th en and a shark (carcharadon carburn . . .pillage then b u rn)
cha rias), a lost chapter from Lack

Gourmand To Have Around
(Continued from page 4 )
rise nine degrees in o ne h o ur,
five degrees in the next, and so
on. After two hours, the beer will
be warm to drink after three it
will start to go flat and be too
warm . (Splurge for the tub.)
(Roy Rogers, you're kicking a
dead horse.)
More Punches :
Bubbly on the Block: Blend
together in a bowl 1 pint vodka
and ½ pint Triple Sec. Add 1
small unpeeled cucumber
without seeds a·nd cut into strips
and allow the mixt ure to ripen
for at least o ne hour. To serve,
pour t he mi xture over a blo ck o f
ice (large) and gently st ir in f ive
bottles o f champagne.
D ragoon Punch : In a la rge
pu nch bowl , w ithout ice combi ne 3 pints each o f porte r and
ale, 1 cup each o f Cogna c, dry
Sherry and si mple syrup, and 3
lemon s, th inly sliced . To serve,
put a la rge block o f ice in pun ch
bowl and slowly add 2 b ott les

chilled champagne.
Gourmet Champagne Punch :"
Peel, core and slice 3 small
pineapples. Put the slices in a
bowl and sprinkle them with 2
cups fine granulated sugar.
Cover, allow fruit to marinate for
1 hour or more and add 2 cups
Cognac, 1 cup strained lemon
juice, ½ cup peach brandy, and
¼ cup Maraschino liqueur.
Blend the mixture gently, cover,
and allow to stand overn ight to
ripen. To serve pour the mixture
over a large block of ice in a
punch bowl and slowly add 5
bottles chilled champagne. Garnish the bowl with fresh raspberries, spri n gs of fres h mi nt, thi nly
sliced lemons and o ranges, an d
other fr uits t o taste.
(A ner vous titter runs th ro ugh
the crowd, Dr. Gi llesp ie w hips
out a tit ter p isto l and sho ts it .)
Penth o use Champagne Pun ch :
In a large pitchercombi ne ½cup
each o f Cogna c, Curacao, and
Maraschino liqueur, 3 lem ons,
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ATTENTION PLASMA AND
BLOOD DONORS-FEE PAIDT! !

I

Your H•lp is Urg•ntly NHd•d to Supply Loh-S••mg Medocone & Bonef,t Hum•noty

SAVE LI VES ... AN O
EARN A FEE
AT TH E SAME TIM E
It's easy, quick,
completely painless

FEE PAIDTWI CE A WEE K
Money You Can Cou nt
On For Books,
Expenses, etc.

Garden State Stood Bank

0
HoursBP~ ~ 3~~u Fr,

129 Washington St. , Newark , N .J . 201 / 622- 2958
Brong I ho s ad fo r S2 00
Bonus on Farsi donallon

that something was not quite
right.
Chick Corea claims that RTF is
into a new phase. I see the same
Return to Forever as the days
when Flora Purim was with them.
And after that period, there was
· Al DiMeola on guitar, Lenny
White on drums, Stanley and
Chick , sans vocals. And it was
nice. Not to diminish the talents
of vocalist Gail Moran, who was
fantastic, and Mr. Brown who ·
rolled and paradiddled his way
into everyone's hearts. This was
not the unified version of RTF,
however. The musical tightness
was there alright, but the performance severly lacked in spontaneity and the interplay
amongst the band members was
not on an equal level. The four
piece , instrumental RTF
possessed the same punch , yet a
greater sense of urgency then
this thousand-piece conglomeration .
I DID ENJOY THE CONqRT, I
DID.
RTF came out an hour late and
immediately soothed the Kean
College crowd with a drawn-out
rendition
of " The Endless
Night. " The musicianship was
excellent, but they kept returning to forever. For-or-eh-ehver. To me, even when they .
· xeroxed the entire " Musicmagic" (their latest) album , they
exhibited one of the most
dramatic examples of musical
overkill on a live progressivejazz stage. Corea directed
himself and played some-enchanted-evening-by-eyes with
Stan, who alternately gazed
meaningfully at Chick of Gail,
and fucked with his fans, many of
which were calling for Stanley 's
solo hit " School Days." But did
they get School Days? No. Only a
very polite " maybe next time. "
My ass, Stan. Let there be no next
time. What about your publid
It's' nice to be able to remember
why one is in the position to say
" we ' re only doing new
material. " Only because of one:S
old mate rial. The smallness of
Wi lken 's Theatre, the receptio n
RTF re ceived , anti t he fact t hat
they were the only act, should
have made for a more intimate
affair. But not for Chick and Stan.
For RTF and us. We were there
too. Instead, it was like watching
Don Kirshner. And in place o f
commercials, we got 20 minutes
tE> smoke a cigarette or two. If I
want a television concert, I ' II
watch television.
And it wasn 't even in color . Or
was it?
Next semester, kids. Love, the
Starchild .

. EJlack Flag

Pumpkin Coach Punch : 2 pa rts
li queur Ce ro isac, 1 part vermouth , 1 part cherry j ui ce, 3
limes (to every pin t). Serve with a
lot o f ice (or th ey carry yo u hom e
in basket) .
(I suppose you 're wondering
what the hell these ins-erts are
about. . . keep wondering) .
Admiral Russell Punch : Four
hogsheads
of
brandy
(a
hogshead is 63 gallons), 250
gallons of malaga wine, 20
gallons of lime juice, 21500
lemons, 1,300 lbs. sugar, five
pounds grated nutmeg, and 8
hogsheads of water. Just right for
an intimate party .
(Th is spa ce fo r ren t)
Have fun over the summer,
play it safe, you live to pla y it
aga in. See y-a' in the fall.

London 's The Sea Wolf, served
wi th styl e. Richard Paul 's A Day
In The Mind Of Vietnam, is an
interesting sketch o f the unu sual
city o f Dalat, o f a t ime and place
w hi ch I am sure w ill yield mu ch
mo re literatu re in t he years t o
come. Lesser Fleas by <;hris
Jarocha (alas! the poor writers,
when will _we let them ~e?) see~s
talky, while everyones favorite
Starchild appears talked out . But,
ah , murder will out. Mr. Channing 's The Sil~nce woos me.
The format 1s much ?e_tter than
Grub Street I (though 1t 1s greatly
undermi ned by printing errors,
later corrected) but again many
of t he illu strations could have
been eith er better, or dispensed
w ith (ch iefly tho se o f Fl m io.)
Physically, it is less pretentiou s
and more ca sual, but the
cheaper printing has not
brought a harvest of sound poet-

ry . Lack o f spa ce is not what
ruined Grub Street I, it wa s space
tha t was ill- used a mistake wh ich
is repeated .
'
Best Poems: Th ere are two.
Linda Morczek's A Great Masterpiece is everything the re st o f t he
poetry is not - superb. Th ere is .
imagery, t here is u nity, t here is
the refreshing gu rg le of an idea,
simply expressed, as it gushes
fort h. A close second: Fencing
by Michael Bachmann, in its own
metaphorical way, a delight.
Presumably these are freshmen ,
as yet unschooled in the mystiques and speculations of English
courses concerning Virginia
Woolf and Gertrude Stein and
E.E. Cummings and Allen
Ginsberg and . . . alas, and so
young.
Best Lines: C.T. Proudfoot 's
Reflection's in a Jersey City
" Boiler Maker"
The Mona Lisa smiles because
she knows
she is unobtainable;
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Class of 1977 Presents
JOBS / WANTED
Night Student (w ith no driver' s
license) wishes to be passenger
to-and-from Passaic area to
Kean College in the fall
semester. Day or night schedule
will be considered. Will share
expenses . Please ask for ,Joyce
at 472 -5288 . If I 'm not home,
please leave name and number
(message).

PART TIME
$5,999- $15,000 potential first
year . Ideal for couples who
want to get ahead or ambitious
singles. Call 727-9412 after 5
p .m. starting Monday.
Getting Married?
Professional
Wedding
Photographer at low freelance
prices call evenings 388-6743

SENIOR WEEK

FOR SALE
Polaroid SX-70 c amera and
case $ 125 or best offer.
Konica Auto S-2 $100 strap
and case incl. Both excellent
condition . Contact Kris a~3534455 or at Independent.

Opel GT 1972, 4 speed excellent condition, new clutch,
new lights. good mileage. Asking $1700 . Call Lee after 8
p .m . 353-4027 .

FILMS

Wine & Cheese
Party, 2 : 30-4 : 30
p.m . in Down s
Hall. Free admission with tickets
which may be obt a in e d in the
Student Activities
Office (CC-143)
Tuesday
June 7

C.C .B. will close out its film
series

with

SILVERSTREAK

on

Thursday, May 26, 1977 at
Professional typing. Very low
rates . Call Judy any time, 351 8829 .

Monday
June 6

7:30 p.m. in the T.P.A. Admission 25¢

Senior Soiree, 7:30
p .m .-1 : 30
a.m .,
West
Country
Club, West Paterson, N .J. Black tie is
optional , music by
the Peter Duchin

Orchestra . Entertainment : Mr. Pete
Fagone , Profes sion a I Photographer ; Mr. S.I.R .
Ru soff, Characature Arti st; Mr. Livingston
Taylor,
Musician ; Ms .
Elaine
Boosler ,
Comedian
Bid
and table arrangements - $25 per
couple sold in College Center Snack
Bar, Cash Only!
Must pay in full!
No
holds!
4
couples per table,
all arrangements
are final and must
be made at time of
sale.

Wednesday
June 8
Picnic, 12 noon-4
p.m . Co llege Center , Free food and
beer, free admission with tickets
which may be obtained in the Student Activities Office (CC-143)

Thursday
June 9
Commencement
Exercises, 10 a.m .
D 'Angolo Athletic
Field , Speaker: Bill
Bradley

General
Landscaping
Maintenance, any size lot, $1 0
per week . Call 353-6678 , ask
for Ronnie or Guido .

ATTENTION
SENIORS
Candidates for June and August 1977
graduation who have not filled out cap and
gown measurement form MUST see Mrs . .
Lowe as soon as possible in room T-122.
Mark Ruggieri, President
Class of 1977

An Invitation

Class Of '77

To All Students

Presents

Everyone is invited to attend a
showing of slides on the first
French Summer Workshop
Program at Angers, France. in
Room J - 100 Thursday, May 26,
1977, 2 :00 to 4 :00 p.m. The
showing will take place every half
hour.
These slides were prepared by
Joan Levine of the Instructional
1
Resource Center and the
medieval
mus i c
in
the
background was provided by Dr.
Irwin Grase of the music
department.
Professor Angers will be
available to answer questions.

iDia ·
Kc!t
br04dcasl- from
~all Hall,

SENIOR SOIREE
to be held at the
West Mount Country Club
in West Paterson on
June 7, 1977
7 :30 p.m .-1 :30 a.m.

Black Tie is optional
Music by
Peter Duchin Orchestra
Entertainment
Mr. Pete Fagone - Professional Photographer
Mr. S.I.R. Rusoff - Characature Artist
Mr. Livingston Taylor - Musician
Ms. Elaine Boosler - Comedian
Bids and Table Arrangements
Price of Bid - $25 per couple
Location of Sale - College Center Snack Bar
Cash Only! Must Pay In Full!
No Holds!

Table ·Arrangements - 4 cou;.,les per table
Must Reserve Tables At Time
Of Sale

All Arrangements Are Final!
Mark Ruggieri, President
Class of 1977

·

eekda s8Al'lto 2AM

All persons who hue applied for
summer employment through
the Fin;mcial Aid Office may
report for an assignment beginning Monday, June 13, 1977 and
any day thereafter.
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The

Call Kean College Hotline

Begger's Banquet
Magie Ave. , Union
Presen ts:

289-2101
or

527-2360

The Fabulous
McBride & Lusseli

Mon.-Fri.

9 a.m.-1 a.m.
Sat. & Sun.

2 p.m.-1 a.m.
Wednesday Nights
Contemporary - Bluegrass
Country - Folk

We're Here All Summer Long!
Information & Referrals

I

Thursday, May 26, 1977
6 :00-11 :00 p.m.
7:00-10 :30 p.m.
7:30-11:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.-End

Social Work Club
Prayer Meeting
Choir Practice
Coffee House

Mtg Rm A
Alumni Lge
Dining Rm Ill
TV & Front Lge

Friday, May 27, 1977
6:00-1 :00 a.m.
9:00-2:00 a.m.

Evening Student Council Dinner Dance
United Organization

Downs Hall
TV & Front Lge

Saturday, May 28, 1977
9:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m.

Omega Psi Phi Dance

CC Cafe

Sunday, May 29, 1977
5:30-8:30 p .m.

Mass

Alumni Lge

Monday, May 30, 1977
8:00-11 :00 p.m.

Omega Psi Phi Meeting

Mtg Rm A

Residence Association
CEC Meeting
Campus Ministry
Jewish Club
International Students
CIAO " The Italian Club"
Psychology Club
Spanish Cultural Association
Aho Theta Tau
Rho Theta Tau
Sigma Beta Chi
Zeta Delta Pi
Omega Sigma Psi
Na Theta Chi
Sigma Beta Tau

Dining Rm II
CSS104
)132
W300
)130
W202A
)103
W400
82128
VE114
)132
]307
W213
W100
)103

Tuesday, May 31, 1977
1 :40- 3:05 p .m.
1 :40- 3:00 p .m.
1 :40- .3:00 p .m.
1 :40- 3:05 p .m.
JI

6:00- 8:00
7:40-10 :10
7:40-10:00
7 :40-10:00
7:40-10 :00
7:40-10:10
7:48-10 :00

p .m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m .
p.m.
p .m.
p .m.

SENIOR WEEK

Monday, June 6, 1977
2:30-4 :30 p.m.

Wine & Cheese Party

Downs Hall

7:30-1 :30 a.m.

Senior Soiree

Westmount Cntry Clb

Wednesd.iy, June I, 1977
12 noon-4:00 p.m.

Senior Class Picnic

Outside CC

Thunmy, June 9, 1977
10:00 a.m.-End

Commencement

D'Angola Athletic Field

Tuesdity, )une 7, 1977
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investigate it, organize the
material , and then write about it
clearly and accurately. When
you are asked to choose a topi c,
be realistic about your choice.
Can you handle it? Does your library have enough resour ce
books? Four or five sources, at
position will make better reading least, should be used. The most
and will be n~ither boring nor effective way to collect data is to
overly complicated.
use index cards. Each card
A paragraph is a series of should indicate the source,
sentences that develops a author, publisher, date and page
unified
thought. The lead number. After you have comsentence presents the topic that · pleted the research , arrange the
is to follow. Then , subsequent
cards in a sequence that will
sentences detail in logical order allow you to write.about the subits substance. The last sentence ject with continuity and
in a paragraph should conclude coherence.
the topic.
Before you begin writing a
Sentences withiri a paragraph
report or paper it is always best to
should build one upon another. make an outline of what you plan
A completed composition will to say. Outlines ate as inhave continuity and style if each dispensable to such writing as

ACAOE.MIC
SURVIVAL l<IT
.
How To Build Your Writing Skills
These are the final two parts of the Academic Survival
Kit. The Independent hopes that this series from AAP
Student Service has helped the students of Kean College
in their academic endeavors.
Punctu.ite Correctly

" It's not wise to violate rules
until you know how to observe
them ."
T.S. Eliot
We use punctuation ,
capitalization , and correct spelling to make our writing as
readable and clear to others as
possible. These visual aids are
integral parts of our written
language, and i t is important to
know the basic rules that govern
them .
Punctuation clarifies meaning
and gives expression to writing.
Properly used - not overused punctuation marks help readers
understand what is before them
by separating or setting off
related words, phrases, or
clauses . The nine main
punctuation marks might be
compared to the glue or nails
carpenters use to join their work.
A writer uses marks to cement or
to separate related words and
phrases. They identify the point
at which one complete thought,
or part of one, begins or ends.

C.ipit.ilize Correctly
Capitalization is another visual
aid to a reader 's understanding.
Capital letters denote, for
instance, a proper name or title,
or the beginning of a sentence, a
line of poetry, or a quotation.
They help to reinforce the purpose of punctuation marks such
as periods or semicolons. Some
accomplished poets and authors
take the liberty of ignoring the
rules, but most of us should not.
The omissiqn of punctuation
marks or capitals, in non-fiction
writing especially, is incorrect
and an indication of bad com-

would_ be incorrect if the word
unhuman were used. Uncertainty about a word can usually
be quickly resolved by referring
to a dictionary.

Construct Sentences And
P.ir.igraphs Clearly
" Word carpentry is· like any
other kind of carpentry : you
must join your sentences
smoothly."
Anatole France
A sentence is a unit of thought
expressed by a word or relat~d
words. The clearer the sentences
are and the smoother their sequence, the more interesting
they will be. You want to make
sure that your reader knows
what you are writing about (the
subject) and what you have to say
about it (the predicate). Each
sentence must have a main idea.
Through the use of phrases and
clauses you introduce other
subordinate ideas.
Depending upon the amount
of detail and explanation it
presents, a sentence can vary in
construction. It will be what
grammarians refer to as a simple,
. compound , or complex form of
sentence. But, whatever the
style, related words should be
kept together . Misplaced
modifiers are often the culprits
in obscure writing because it is
not clear which word or phrase
they modify. For example : The

girl went w.ilking in·the blue h.iL
The phrase in the b4ue h.it should
be placed after the word girl,
which it modifies.
You should always keep your
readers in mind and make it possible for them to understand you
easily. Keep the verb close to the

I
'

sentence , and then each
paragraph, is smoothly joined to
the next.

Appr.iise And Outline
E.ich Assignment
" You don't have to plan to fail;
all you have to do is fail to plan ."
Anonymous
Written assignments indicate
your grasp of class work. Obviously it is important that you
know exactly what is expected of
you in each instance. The most
common assignments are either
reports or research papers. Ap-

'

f I

blueprints or drawings are to
carpenters. First, write down the
main headings, leaving several
lines of space in between. Then,
under each of the headings, list
the subheadings that are to be
covered. Identify the specific
points that should be developed
under the subheadings, and so
on. When the blueprint of the
material is complete, you are
ready to start writing . Organize
your outline well , follow it
carefully, and your written
presentation will reflect a logical
and thorough development of
the subject.

Write, Review And Revise

position . If you have a doubt,
you can find the answer quickly
by referring to a basic grammar
or a book of .rhetoric.

Spell Correctly
Spelling, of course, is also vital
to correct word usage. Most
English word s are derived from
Latin or Greek word s, or root s. A
spellin g error, therefore, might
indi cate carelessness or ina ccurate knowledge of a word . If
you do not understand th e
meanin g of the prefix ized un
and in, for example, you might
d istort the use o f a word in a
senten~e. The thought The per-

son who beats a dog js inhuman

subject. Try to avoid unnecessary
words that might detract from
the main verb or action of the
sentence. Also, take / pecial care
with pronouns. Place them in the
sentence so that it is clea r t o
which noun or pronoun they
refer . For example : Mary and

Polly were reading her poem.
Whose poem is be_ing read? To
clear up the con fusion you might

write: Mary was reading her
poem with Polly.
Writin g is more interesting if
the leng t h and
style of
sentences vary. After a number
o f long statements, make a point
of ,!J~ing a short one. ~ou r com-

praise what you are being asked
to write. Think about the research , reading, and writing you will
have to do. And be sure to al.low
yourself plenty of time to meet
the deadline.
Reports are a test of your
ability to understand and react to
something you have read . An
instructor usually expects a short
summary of the content of the
book or article, your comments
on the author's presentation and
style, your personal reaction to
t he work, and an evaluation of its
importance.
Research papers are a test of
your . a~ility to_choose a topic,

that you listed in the outline? Is
there unnecessary or repetitious
information? Does t he conclusion summarize what has
gone before? Are your footnotes
and bib'l iography correct?
Edit It For Style
Once you have gone over the
draft for content and accuracy,
review and edit it for style . Try to
~ead as objectively as you can.
•Remember the underlying importance of grammar and
criticize your use of words,
phrases, clauses, sentences, and
paragraphs. Does one thought
flow evenly and obviously from
another?
You might want to change the
sequence of sentences . or
paragraphs for better presentation . If so, cut, shift, and staple
new parts together. Try to be as
brief as possible. Delete what is

" Those who write clearly have
readers , those who write
obscurely have commentators. "
Albert Camus
When you are ready to start
writing, make sure that you have
your reference notes and books
nearby, a good light, and good
writing tools. Plan to work
without interruption for one or
two hours. Your outline will
serve as your guide.
Even the most accomplished
writers expect to make many
revisions. So, when you write the
first draft, concentrate on
content and clarity more than on
style. It is a good idea to leave
plenty of space between lines for
the corrections, additions, and
pol ishing that will come later.
The introductory paragraph in
a composition shou Id give a clear
idea of what you are setting out
to do. Subsequent paragraphs
should develop the main idea in
an orderly way, with each
paragraph containing a transition from the preceding one.
The final paragraph should summarize and conclude what has
been said . By reading the first
and last paragraphs of most nonfiction writing, you should be
able to grasp both premise and
conclusion
of an author 's
·thoughts.
After you have comple ted the
initial draft, put it aside for two or
three days. Come back to review
it when you are fresh . Be a stern
critic. Have you started each
heading or subheading with a
topic sentence or paragraph that
states what you are setting out to
do? Do the ma in sections and
subdivisions present the material
clearly? Have you om itted points

superfluous and distracting to
your main thoughts. It has been
said that crisp writing usually has
a good deal of shortening in it!
The total effect must be
readable. Rewrite a section if
necessary . Remember that
carelessness in spelling,
punctuation, and capitalization
will also influence the quality of
your work.
Now you are ready to make
the final copy. Type it if you can,
or write very legibly with a carbon copy for future reference.
Leave generous lnargins on the
left and right sides of each page.
When you have finished ,
proofread the paper, making any
corrections neatly. Review your
references or footnotes once
again for accuracy. It is always a
good idea to prepare a title page
and if possible, to submit the
completed assignment in a
folder or binder.

Gr.ides May Depend On Writing
Techniques
Your grades may depend on
how well you have mastered
these writing techniques. When
your marked paper has been
returned , review the instructor's
comments - you can learn from
mistakes you might have made.
Remember that how well you
write will also be an importa[lt
measure of your success after
you leave schooi With patience
and hard W'Jrk you can experience th':! satisfaction of being happy with the content and
style of your writing. The choice
of words is right, the grammar is
correct, the flow of language is
smooth , and it says just what you
hoped it would! That is the
reward of a successful writer.
This article, " How to Build
Your Writing Skills", is one in a
series developed for college
studenfs by the Association of
American
Publishers. Other
topics in the series are " How to
Get the Most Out of Your Textbooks", " How to Prepare
Successfully for Examinations",
and " How to Improve Your
Reading
Skills".
Individual
copies are available in booklet
form free of charge to students.
If you would like copies please
write to: AAP STUDENT SERVICE, One Park Avenue, New
York, N.Y. 10016.
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Biology Pro.f Studies Shark L(fe
by A rt Hande l
Dr . Peter May nard , a th irdyear professor ot Bi o logy at Kea n
College, has writte:, an influential paper dealing with the
behavior and sensibility to water
currents of the Nurse and Lemon

shark .
As explained at the annual
meeting of the New Jersev
Academy of Sciences by Dr.
Maynard , the research revealed
that the two species of shark can
perceive with remarkable sen sitivity the flow of water current s
in the absence o f other cues .
" If sharks smell blood in th e
water , they will sw im upstream .
This implies that the sharks tell in
a water current wh ere the wa t er
is flowin g," th e so ft -spo ken Texas A and M gra d uate stat t , 1 ·' The
res ult of my fi ndin gs is 1hat the
sha r ks can pe rceive currents in
th e absence of o th er cues ver y
easily , but wh at is asto undin g is
the se nsi t iv it y th at th ey have . Th e

slowest possible curren t which I Maynard declared , "'However.
genera ted in mv experiment wa,
I 've shown t hat the sharks re~ a tenth o t a ce nt im eter per
pond to wat er f lo w so low th at
second . and th ev o rie nt ed to 11
the y ha ve gone past thi s point. ··
ver y strongl y."
The experiment was p erThe Lemon shark wa s selected
formed in a doughnut-t ype
for this experiment because ot it s . aquatic tank where the center
reliance on water flow and
was available for free swimming
current patterns. The Nurse
and the periphery wa s divided
shark was chosen du e to the ea se
into
sixteen
compartment s.
of its being kept in captivit y.
Different conditions o f wat er
Dr. Maynard commented that
flow were availabl e in the variou s
the classical interoretation o t
compartment s.
current response ,· known as
If the shark s perceived the
rheotaxis , state s that sharks reflow rate and were either at quire either visual cues or con tracted or repelled by it , a
ta ct with the water surfa ce in change in the number of entries
order to re spond to th e stimulu s into the compartment s wquld be
produced by the current s. In a witnessed .
se nse a shark wi ll react to a wat er
Further scientific re search will
flow o n ly if it is awar e that th e clarify the mysteriou s nature of
current is bei ng p ushed alo ng sharks, Dr . Ma ynard bel ieves.
the botto m.
" In m y m ind , th e shar k is no t
"If a shark in a glass tan k i
th e sini ster, u npredictable beast
aware t hat the wa ter u nd ern eath
that is ha s been portra yed to b e.''
is bein g pu shed , th en,it w ill swim
he affirmed . We kn o w so littl e
in th e opposite direction ," Dr . about it , however , that thi s
creates diffi culty in predictin g it s
response and ho w it vie w s its
world ."

Journalism Jobs Discussed
b y Bo nnie Moorhouse
" Journal is m
ha s alwa ys
seemed to me to be a ni ce thin g
- to do until I d ecide wha t I want to
d o w hen I grow u p," mu sed
William
Connolly ,
Assis tant
Na tio nal Editor of The New York
Times Weekend Edition , as he
addressed Diana Peck's mass
media classes in VE-114 and 113
last Wednesday morning.
The
bespectacled
Fleet
Streeter, whose career began at a
Scranton ,
Pennsylvania
televis ion station , encouraged
his audience to seek employment on a small newspaper,
w here, he noted, the entry level
openings are . Editors, he
cl aimed, still hire jo urnalists, not
o n the basis o f academi c
achievement , but rather on the
merits o f a ca ndidate's ability.
Jinglin g the contents of his
pockets , Connolly regaled the
group with tales of the
newspaper business focusing on
the day-to-day operations of the
metropolitan daily emphasizing
th e need for deadline com-

pliance objectivity and absolute
accuracy. " All the President 's
Men " was a close depiction of
the newspaper world with , o f
course, the routine delibera t ions
deleted ." " Invest igat ive repo rtin g," he ya wn ed, " is pretty boring stuff!"
Questions and answers shot
back and forth as approximately
50 media ent hu siasts probed the
inner workings of The New York
Tim es. Inquiries ranged from
" Who gets a by-line? " to " When
do you yell 'Stop the Presses .' "
To the latter, Connolly retorted ,
" Never ". " Wit h p resses operating at speed s of 60 to 70 m .p .h.,
you ' d be p ick ing new spr int out
o f the . gears forever ," he
quipped .
A graduate of the Columbia
School of Journalism, Connolly
mans the Times' National Desk
which boasts a staff of six editors ,
some 19 national c orrespondents, 38 reporters on the
Washington Bureau , and an estimated 250 stringers.

Ippolito Appointed
(Continued from page 1)
that the three credit course " may
be considered in the future as a
general education requirement ,
if it 's successful. " He also added ,
" In some institutions it is already
a requirement. "
The Dean of Students also explained a project involving a
" data profile " of each student .
Such a profile , contended Mr.

CCB
Chairman
(Continued from page 1)
don 't just come in and know
what 's going on. "
Council member Chris Cottle ,
speaking about the College
Center Board Proposal, incredulously stated , " We appointed a chairman , it hasn ' t
worked so we are going to appoint another chairman ." Mr.
Cottle added , " Maybe we are
going to run back to the same rat
hole again ."
·
President Marinelli replied ,
" Right now, what we are ry ing
to do is to make CCB run as
effecti vely as it can . By appointin g a chairman and makin g
h im an ex-offi cio member o f our
Executive Board and by making
our A ss istant Business Manager
an ex- officio member of their
Board , we will have a greater
communication
level. "
She
added , " All we did last year was
to appoint a chairman with no
stipulations."

Ippolito, " would let us know
what areas that Kean students
could use our help in. " He cited
areas
such
as advisement ,
academic problems , and financial needs . He also conte nded
that these profiles " would help
us to learn more about the
student population and their
needs."
Concerned With
Academic Testing
Asked about the controversial
issue of academic testing, Mr. Ippolito ·replied , " A degree, itself,
doesn 't mean a student is
qualified ." He added that testing
is relative to a point, but that the
main concern of the college
should be to maintain " proven
excellence in its academic
programs ." He also stated , " I' m
not sure of the best way to do
this. "
Mr. Ippolito began his career
at Kean in 1965 when he was an
employee in the Field Services
Division for part-time students .
This service involved him in advisement and counsej,i ng. Later
he served as Evening Registrar
for Field Services . Along with his
other duties at this time, Mr . Ippolito wa s actively involved in
deve lopin g the Boonton Campu s extention of Kean College.
When Dr. Nathan Weiss ass umed
the President 's ·pos1t1on, he
asked Mr. Ippolito to join hi s
staff . It was shortly afterward that
Mr. Ippolito was appointed by
Dean Parks to fill the positions of
Assistant Associate Dean of
Students.

Dr. Peter Maynard has written an influential paper which analyzes
the Nurse and Lemon shark's sensitivity to water currents.

Chemistry Major Wins Award
When asked to descr ibe th e
b y Art Handel
" In the lon g run , Karen 's particular analysis and chemical
si gnifi can ce of thi s award regarKaren Rogers , a Chemistr y m aequation s w ill be used in a
din g Kean Co ll ege' s C he mi str yjor attendin g Kean Coll ege wh o
Phys ics prog ram , Dr. Luther
, is concerned w ith t he pe rilous pro du ctive m an ner, " Dr . Luth er
r ep lied, " I think we are getting
affects o f po ll ution in New d eclared. " Karen is also a stud e nt
some recognition for the kind of
Jersey, has won the prestigio us grantee of the Natio nal O cea ni c
a nd
At m O s p h er i c
Ad_
p rogram that we have here. Half
America n
Microchemical
of our faculty are actively
Society award " for outstanding ministration ; I believe this influe nced th e se lection com engaged in resea rch p rogra ms; a
academic ab ility in Ana lytical
n umber of the facu lty are aeChemist ry and for significant mittee, sin ce not many stude nts
o n t he unde rgraduate level can
tively purs uing grant mo ney fo r
contributions in the analytical
say th at th ey have t his exresearch projects . As Karen has
field. "
shown , a student can learn alot
Miss Rogers, who w ill b e pe rien ce , part icul arl y at a sm all
hono red at t he Federation of
An alyt ical Chem istr y and Spec~ ~~;ng ;n ,esemh
t roscop y
Societ ies
(FA CSS)
sy mpo sium in Detroit on
November 7-11, has devised a
technique whereby concentrations of rainwater reveal
harmful amounts of sulfuric acid ,
an oily , corrosive liquid . The
concentration of hydrogen ions,
known as pH , was extremely low
in these measurements of water .
by Haight Ashburry
able to j udge your conditi q n
" The method of research inwhen you are stoned and the
volved a sulfate analysis which
When my editor gave me the
inability to stand up insistance
determined sulfate ion concenok to start a weekly column
that you can drive when blind
tration in wide mouths of rivers, "
about drugs for dopers, I was
drunk. Most when stoned know
the
Fanwood , New Jersey
very skeptical about the kind of
when they can drive and ~hen
resident explained . " The effects
reception it would receive . To
they cannot-here I am talking
of pl ant growth and weather in a
my great plea sure, most of the
about pot smokers and not
marsh system are important with
· feedback has been good and
chemical eaters . Ai so , when
respect to the increase or
most of the derogatory
pulled over by " the man " wh ile
decrease of sulfate ion concencomments are not justified , for
stoned , it is the experience o f
tration ."
when our resident gourmand
many that they can quickly force
This sulfate analysis technique
speaks fondly of alcohol , a
themselves to come down and
may lead to a revision of earlier
proven addictive depressant that
get thei~ shit together . All of thi s
interpretations.
affects millions daily, nobody
is not meant to condemn alcohol
" This technique is better than
demands censorship. No , but
for a cold beer makes a superb
anything previously used ,
marijuana should only be dischaser after a joint, but merely
because of its quickness ,
cussed in hushed tones because
says that I think that pot is better .
cleanliness , and small amount of
t he government decided back in
Over this summer , if pot dries
samples needed ," Miss Rogers
1937 that pot is evil and was
up, don 't take to alcohol real
asserted . " The accuracy is also far
therefore made illegal.
heavily because I've seen it
better · than an y previous
Anyway , here I am talking r;nY
become a big problem for many._
process. "
brains out about how pot should
Another undesirable to look out'
Dr . George Luther 111 , chairbe legalized . That is my opinion
for is the excessive use of
man of , the Kean College
for many reasons and I' m not
chemicals .
Chemistry-Physics department,
sorry if it offends anyone . Ii you ·
As the writer of this column .
stated that Karen won the
feel this way too, you can do
you , as a regular reader (if you
American
Microchemical
something about it. During
have gotten this far , no doubt
Society award due to the
summer vacation , with regularity
you ' re a regular) , you may have
beneficial qualit y of her findings.
(perhaps once a week ), write to
noticed that I rarely speak o f
the legislators that you have
doper chemical s of any sort. This
elected to serve you . Let th em
is for one reason : I do not conknow that dopers have r ig ht~ done the u se of most of th em .
(Contin ued from page 1)
Th ey do na sty thin gs to you r
" Sheakespea...re in the Court" too .
Someday
m
ariju
ana
m
ay
pr
o
ve
bod y and its sys tem s and quit e a
production and many other infew chip o ff a p iece of your
novation s which she b rou ght to to be as harm ful as ciga rett es b ut
Kean . In fact, much o f the vitalit y in th e inter im , pot will be m y
br ai n . Som e t h ink th at t hi s is ok
o f the present Thea t re budd y. Since it gives m e a bett er
be.c au se ma n d oes n o t use alo t ot
Department is a direct produ ct buzz than alcoh o l but with o ut
hi s thinkers, but I still want to
of her boundless energy.
the hangover , th e ha ss le of havkeep min e in tact , d o n 't yo u?
Mrs. Fry plans to use her ing to bloat m y stoma ch for a half
Beware th e evils of summer
retirement to spend more time
high , and the vomit , I' ll tak e an
and th e dry spe ll (wh ic h we hope
with her husband , another ounce . The most important
will not hit ), enjoy yourself , keep
former educator. They plan to
difference between the two
smoking
and doping and keep
travel and will be actively inhighs to me is the ability to be
your head!
volved in Sr . Citizen work .
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